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1. Introduction

UTC Power has supported the development and commercializa-

tion of fuel cells for almost 50 years. With strong ongoing programs
in automotive and bus fuel cell applications, the company under-
stands the challenges and opportunities in the transport sector.
Commercialization of fuel cells has begun for buses, with pub-
lic transit companies now operating fuel cell-powered buses in
full revenue service, providing valuable operational data that will
help the industry continuously refine the technology. Fleets will
continue to provide an early test bed and a viable market for trans-
portation fuel cells until a hydrogen fuel infrastructure is developed
for personal automobiles. Government and industry should con-
tinue to work together to overcome barriers to more widespread
deployment of fuel cells in transportation applications.

2. Historical perspective

UTC Power is a world leader in the development and commer-
cialization of fuel cells for transportation, on-site building power,
space exploration, and defense. This leadership role is the result
of the company’s long track record in fuel cells dating back almost
50 years. In 1958, what was then United Aircraft Corporation ini-
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tiated a program to develop a fuel cell power system for space
applications. Ongoing advancements in fuel cell technology over
the years illustrate the significant progress that has been achieved
in the fuel cell sector [1]. The foundation is firmly in place to enable
further improvements to fuel cells for transportation applications.
The company continues on a path to mass-market fuel cells for a
variety of transportation applications.
With roots in the U.S. space program, UTC Power fuel cells pro-
vide on-board power and drinking water to space shuttle crews
to this day. Produced only in low volumes, these fuel cells did not
offer the opportunity to develop low-cost, high-volume manufac-
turing processes. However, a great deal was learned about how to
construct highly reliable fuel cell power systems, and UTC Power
continues to apply this experience to the development of fuel cell
systems for both stationary power and transportation applications
[2].

To grow the business beyond a single U.S. government customer,
UTC Power turned to the development of an on-site power plant
based on a phosphoric acid electrolyte, and in 1992 released for
commercial sale what is now known as the PureCell® Model 200
power system. The high reliability and durability of the phosphoric
acid fuel cell (PAFC) has been demonstrated in numerous applica-
tions. These cell stacks have achieved more than 60,000 operating
hours and the entire fleet has generated over 1.3 billion kilowatt
hours of power [3].

To attain better economics for on-site power, we expanded
development work with proton exchange membrane (PEM) fuel cell
technology in 1998. However, a standard stack life of 40,000 h for
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Fig. 2. Performance of a 20-cell stack for 200 boot-strap start cycles from −10 ◦C for
a range of current densities.

Power continues to work on these critical concerns, supported
in part by government funding and development contracts with
automakers, in order to meet industry goals. A substantial body
of intellectual property now surrounds these areas of technology
performance.

Of course, the major difference driving the disparity in today’s
costs of fuel cells and conventional vehicle engines is the produc-
J. van Dokkum, A. Dasinger / Journ

on-site power systems, which the company had already achieved
and demonstrated for PAFCs, was simply not attainable in a
reasonable time frame using PEM technology. It was at this time
that UTC Power also began development of automotive fuel cells.
Consequently, we discontinued developing a large PEM stationary
fuel cell power system, while maintaining work on PEM fuel cells for
transportation. Currently, UTC Power is investing in improvements
to PAFC technology that vastly enhance the customer value propo-
sition for on-site power, including a doubling of stack life from 5 to
10 years. At the same time, we are transferring relevant technology
improvements to our PEM transportation programs.

3. Transportation fuel cell potential

The current cost of transportation fuel cells is a major barrier to
their commercialization today, but there are solid reasons to believe
that fuel cells have a good potential to become cost competitive [4].
One unequivocal advantage is that the fuel cell is made of repeat-
ing parts – membrane electrode assemblies – that are stacked in the
quantity needed to produce the desired level of power output. This
modular construction is in stark contrast to the internal combustion
engine, which has a considerable number of different individual
parts, each of which has to be made separately, with different tool-
ing and processes, prior to assembly. The second advantage is that
precision machining necessary to achieve high levels of dimen-
sional tolerance is not prevalent in fuel cell part manufacturing to
the degree it is in producing internal combustion engines. These
two distinctions suggest fuel cells can attain cost competitiveness
at comparable manufacturing volumes.

Another area where cost comparisons can be made is the mate-
rials used in fuel cells and internal combustion engines. An obvious
potential disadvantage for low-temperature fuel cells is in their pre-
cious metal content. Substantial progress has been made, however,
in reducing the platinum loading of fuel cells as power densities
continue to be improved [5]. Reclamation and recycling are also
viable options for dealing with platinum costs. Creative strategies,
such as platinum leasing, also may take hold as a solution for this
issue.

UTC Power also believes that today’s trend to hybrid vehicle
drives supports the future adoption of fuel cells because hybrids
provide the avenue to an all-electric platform, with efficiency and
emissions remarkably better on a well-to-wheels basis. The cost of
a single all-electric platform will be much more economical than
supporting internal combustion engines and electric systems in a

hybrid configuration. Higher volume production of common hybrid
drive components, such as batteries and controllers, also will ulti-
mately reduce fuel-cell hybrid vehicle (FCHV) costs later on.

Performance and cost go hand-in-hand, and transportation fuel
cells still do not meet all performance targets. Fuel cell durabil-
ity, however, a critical performance attribute, has been steadily
enhanced through better understanding of the fundamental mech-
anisms [6,7]. For example, water management in the form of
internal humidification, which enables a liquid-water equilibrated
membrane, has been demonstrated to significantly extend mem-
brane life (Fig. 1). Porous water-transport plates used by UTC Power
play an important role in achieving these advantageous water
management properties in PEM fuel cells [8]. UTC Power has also
shown that voltage control can successfully mitigate start–stop
losses, demonstrating 14,000 start–stop cycles in a 20-cell stack.
Effective strategies to counteract the effects of sub-freezing tem-
peratures have been developed and demonstrated [9]. For example,
performance of a 20-cell stack after 200 boot-strap starts from a
temperature of −10 ◦C shows little if any change from initial per-
formance (Fig. 2). Table 1 summarizes a variety of durability issues,
decay or failure mechanisms, and corresponding mitigations. UTC
Fig. 1. Influence of humidification on membrane life in short cell stacks.
Table 1
PEM fuel cell durability issues, decay mechanisms, and mitigations

Issue Decay/failure
mechanism

Mitigation

Membrane degradation Chemical attack Reduce impact of
peroxide

Dry-out and
mechanical failure

Membrane
composition
Seal design
Internal
humidification

Seal degradation Compression set Materials
Chemical
decomposition

Cell design

Catalyst degradation Platinum dissolution
(accelerated by cyclic
operation)

Potential control

Catalyst composition
Carbon support degradation Fuel starvation and

reverse current
Potential control

Low-temperature water
management

Low-temperature
starts

Materials

“Frost heave” Cell design
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of a diesel bus, while over an 8-month period a 73% fuel economy
improvement was measured in the Alameda–Contra Costa Transit
District [11]. In addition, fuel cell bus fuel economy was found to
be 2.5 times greater than compressed natural gas buses and 71%
greater than a hydrogen hybrid internal combustion engine bus
on routes served by the SunLine Transit Agency [12]. Emissions of
air pollutants, such as nitrogen oxides and fine particulate matter
380 J. van Dokkum, A. Dasinger / Journ

Fig. 3. PureMotion® Model 120 fuel cell power module.

tion volume. Internal combustion engines are a mature technology
developed over 100 years ago and manufactured in the tens of mil-
lions of units each year, while annual fuel cell manufacturing is on
the order of 1000 units. An independent review, developed by TIAX
under the DOE Hydrogen Program using a bottoms-up cost estima-
tion method, concluded that a cost of $108 kW−1 was credible for
a PEM transportation fuel cell, based on 2005 cell stack technology
and assuming a production of 500,000 units per year [10].

4. Absence of hydrogen infrastructure points to fleet
applications

Production volumes for transportation fuel cells are inherently
limited by the lack of a market-enabling hydrogen infrastructure to
provide fuel conveniently and economically. Today we have abun-

dant choices on where to purchase gasoline and diesel fuel, the
infrastructure for which has developed since the advent of the
automobile. It will take considerable time to develop a hydro-
gen infrastructure capable of supplying automotive fuel cells on
a comparable scale. Consequently, we need to focus on build-
ing momentum through hydrogen-powered fleet vehicles, such as
transit buses, delivery trucks, airport ground support vehicles, and
forklifts, which all operate on a centralized fueling model.

UTC Power, while maintaining a strong program of automo-
tive fuel cell development, has begun offering its first commercial
transportation fuel cell system in transit bus applications. The
PureMotion® Model 120 system is a 120-kW PEM fuel cell. Its
ambient-pressure design eliminates the need for an external com-
pressor, reducing noise, associated parasitic loads, and cost. A
potential drawback of the system is the specialty material used
in the water-transport plates, which must be made using a man-
ufacturing process that has yet to be scaled up to high-volume
production. The modular, self-contained design can be packaged
in the engine bay designed for conventional diesels and features
simplified interfaces and ease of maintenance (Figs. 3 and 4).

Table 2
Comparison of fuel cell bus to conventional diesel bus performance

Parameter Van Hool A330 fuel cell busa Diesel bus

Acceleration (sec to 48 km/h) 15 20
Acceleration (sec to 80 km/h) 36 31
Interior noise (dB stopped) 56 72
Interior noise (dB@80 km/h) 69 78
Fuel consumption (kg/100 km) 8.2 16.9

aSource: AC Transit, Oakland, CA and SunLine Transit Agency, Thousand Palms, CA.
Fig. 4. PureMotion® Model 120 fuel cell power module installed in a transit bus
engine bay.

The fuel cell is integrated into the bus in a hybrid-electric
configuration. Taking the bus as a whole, Table 2 highlights the
performance advantages of a fuel cell hybrid-electric bus over a
traditional diesel bus. Acceleration is faster at lower speeds, where
transit buses typically operate. The fuel cell bus has a much lower
sound profile, a valuable benefit in urban settings. Beginning-of-
life fuel economy on an equivalent energy basis is about twice that
(soot), which are linked to a variety of urban health problems, are
virtually eliminated with the fuel cell power system. The bus also
can climb an 18% grade and has a range of more than 480 km using
pressurized hydrogen cylinders mounted on the roof.

UTC Power’s PureMotion® Model 120 fleet includes a total of six
buses operated by public transit agencies in California, Connecticut,
and Belgium. All buses are 12.2-m A330 models manufactured by
Van Hool (Fig. 5), except the one operated by DeLijn in Antwerp,
Belgium, which is a 13.1-m dual rear-axle Van Hool bus. These
demonstrations are building credibility and experience, and are
essential to the further development and improvement of trans-
portation fuel cell technology [13].

Fig. 5. Hybrid-electric fuel cell transit bus operated by CT Transit, Hartford, CT.
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5. The path forward

To be successful, transportation fuel cells require continued
investment and the lowering of those barriers that restrict their
growth. There are several changes that will be particularly bene-
ficial to the commercialization of transportation fuel cells, which
will come about through the action of government policymakers,
codes and standards organizations, and corporations.

Carbon accountability is one of these changes. Implementing
policies where costs are assigned to carbon emissions, either with
a carbon tax, cap-and-trade scheme or other approach, will improve
the value proposition for hydrogen fuel cells (with the greatest ben-

efit accruing for hydrogen derived from renewable energy sources).
Recognizing the value of reduced noise and avoiding other harmful
air emissions is also a way to enhance the value proposition.

Education will likewise play a strong role in raising society’s
awareness and promoting public acceptance. The benefits of clean
hydrogen fuel cells for transportation need to be widely dissem-
inated and recognized so that their value is acknowledged and
demanded by the public. There is strong agreement that global
climate change is being caused by the world’s insatiable levels of
fossil fuel consumption. There needs to be equally strong agree-
ment on the need for effective solutions such as fuel cells in the
transportation sector.

A multitude of overlapping and inconsistent codes and stan-
dards creates an unfavorable environment for progress on hydrogen
and fuel cell market acceptance. Commercialization of hydrogen
and fuel cells would be greatly accelerated by the uniform and
rapid adoption of consistent requirements by all government juris-
dictions. Close cooperation is needed among national and local
governments across continents.

Government support in Europe, the United States and other
locales will remain crucial to commercialization. The fuel cell
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industry continues to need increased R&D and an expansion of
demonstration programs. Public/private partnerships need to be
promoted. Governments need to provide the appropriate incen-
tives to drive behavior. Ongoing leadership at all levels – municipal,
state, and federal – will be necessary to advance transportation
fuel cells beyond the stages of early technology commercializa-
tion.

UTC Power and other fuel cell companies are making progress,
but the needs for clean, energy-efficient vehicles are urgent, so
we must do everything we can to accelerate commercialization of
transportation fuel cells, starting first with fleet vehicles. While this
occurs, we will continue to develop automotive fuel cell technology

as the hydrogen infrastructure gains momentum.
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